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during periods of rapid educational expansion, seems harder tO't 1 
accommodate at least within the simpler versions of human capl a 
theory. 

There are also rival ways of interpreting the evidence. One 
such alternative interpretation that has lately attracted a good 
deal of attention views education mainly as a filtering device, 
whose main function is to measure and certify the given in-
he rited ability of the student s . That thi s inte rp retation cannot 
be just rejected as obviously conflicting with the given evidence 
is shown by the continuing laborious search _ so far not very 
successful - for discriminating empirical tests to be used for 
choosing between the alternative theories. Since the policy
implications of the alternatives are in many ways radically 
different, this is certainly not a very reassuring state of 
affairs for the policy-makers. 

, lly At the same time developments in economic theory, cspeCla 
the incorporation of uncertainty in general equilibrium theory 
and the outcome of the so called "capital controversy" in 
capital theory, seem to accentuate the need for a basic re
assessment of the economic theories of education and a search 
for new. approaches. 

The aim of this paper is to make a modest contribution towards 
such a reassessment by focusing attention on one particular , 
assumption in the current economic theories of education. ThIS 
is the assumption of homogeneity _ homogeneity of people and, 
homogeneity of education - which we consider to be of strategl~ 
and pivotal importance in giving direction to educational analysIS 
and research as well as to educational policy. 
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inherent characteristics and limitations of the economic 
approach to social reality. 

Economic theory is - at least in its central core - a theory 
about commodities and the exchange of commodities. 
Commodities can be anything in this world, goods or 
services, as long as they are completely specified, physically, 
temporally and spatially. Economic analysis usually pre
supposes a given well-defined commodity space. Every 
commodity be it green figs or the services of an electri-
cal engineer is a given well-defined entity, the amount 
and price of which can be expressed in real numbers. From 
the point of view of economic theory each commodity is a 
black box v:.ith a given precise label. What is inside that box 
- the qualities and internal organization of the commodity -
is not of concern to the economist, whose analytical toolbox 
does not equip him for that task. Instead that task is supposed 
to be handled by divers technical, or psychological, expertise. 

Man as the object of exchange in the educational and labor 
markets makes up a sp~cial class of commodities - commodity 
man, who is supposed to have all the necessary educationaJ 
and professional labels to make him a well-defined black box. 
Once he is so labelled we can s·upposedly treat him analytically 
as just another commodity, whose supply and demand and 
market price can be measured unambiguously. 

Given the commodity space, the primary task of economic 
analysis is to find analytical expressions for the various and 
inte rcor related acti vi tie s going on in the economy. For our 
interest here it is enough to point out three main categories 
of such activities, education, production and consumption. 
Here again the economist's ambition is limited. What really 
goes on within these activities, how the qualities of commo
dities there are created and appreciated, is something left to 
pedagogical, technological and behavorial specialists to analyze 
and express. The economist just takes it for granted that 
enough of this job. has been done already so that he can start 
with a certain given description of education, production and 
consumption. 

More specifically the description of technologies available for 
these activities should be given in terms of inputs and outputs 
of the well-defined commodities. This means the economist 
needs answers to questions of the following kind. If we ,Put a 
certain number of men, with secondary school certificates and 
a given distribution of capability in some well-defined sense, 
through the existing process of higher education, what mix of 
doctors, engineers, economists and drop-outs can we get, how 
long will it take and what other commodities will be needed? 
How many engineers of different kinds do we need to keep a 
certain kind of paper process operation running at a given scale? 
How much paper of various kinds is needed for certain consump
tion activities, say small-boat navigation, and what is the output 
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of "satisfaction" as measured in terms of some individual utility 
index? Given all the se "technological" data in terms of commo
ditie s or functions of commoditie s the economi st can get started 
on his special task which is the analysis of how all these millions 
of divers activities are intercorrelated and controlled, in the most 
usual case by way of market pricing. 

This division of labor, the specialization of economic analysis, has 
almost certainly been a necessary condition for developing that 
unified bo<;ly of analytical tools - general equilibrium theory - in 
which economists take a justified pride. It has indeed proved most 
effective, as long as econornists stick to their primary task, the 
analysis of intercorrelated rnarkets. The treatment of man as 
commodity-mall, a well-labelled but otherwise unanalyzed entity, 
is then a well-motivated analytical conveniance. 

Problems will arise,however, whenever the economist oversteps these 
self-chosen limits and tries (0 \lse his tools to analyze the techno
logy and the technological change in education, production or con
sumption. To do so successfully he would somehow have to break 
into the black boxes with comnlOdity labels to find out how they are 
organized, what qualities they possess and why they possess 
them. This is what technology is all about and technological 
change means arnong other things a reorganization of commo-
dity components and a new mixture of physical characteristics. 
In the case of commodity man used as production input he 
would need to know e. g. what the elementary skills and capa-
cities are that detern1ine how good a certain professional is at 
his job and to what extent he can be substituted by some other 
kind of commodity man. If they wanted to analyze technological 
change they would also need to know e. g. in what way this 
vector of skill requi rernents depended on the n1achines used and 
on the general work organization in production, etc. To follow 
this up with a similar analysis of education they must find out 
how the training of these skills depends on various multi-
facetted characteristics in the trainee and on the educational 
environment. 

There are indeed econornists that cornpete with other social 
scientists ill studying these kinds of questions. But they cannot 
expect much help or guidance in this from the standard tools of 
economic analysis. Nor can they hope to arrive easily at results 
that are simple and general enough to be incorporated into 
standard econornic theory. 

What theoretical economists have normally done is to try and find 
a shortcut into technological analysis by way of simplifying 
assumptions. Since the paramount difficulty has to do with ana
lyzing the heterogeneity of input and output comrnodities, the 
obvious way to try is to assunl<~ away rnost of this heterogeneity. 
We can e.g. try to describe production technology as if there 
exists only one kind of nlachin(~s, one kind of labor, and one kind 
of output, although rTl<lchin<: s could be bigger or smaller and men , 
more or less efficient. r::v(~n a truely staggeril1g simplification 
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like this seemingly gains some sort of credibility by a superficial 
association to the financial concepts of total labor costs and total 
capital costs. Should we then manage to estimate a production 
function in these simplified terms - and such estimates have indeed 
been made by the thousands although it is somewhat difficult to say 
exactly what has been estimated - we have also found a way to deal 
Simply with technological change. We merely define this change as 
measured by the change in efficiency in either the machine or the 
labor unit or both. Technological change is said to be capital
augmenting, labor-augmenting or neutral. An outside critical 
observer of this whole procedure would probably be apt to think that 
the attempt rather shows the economist in the role of artful dodge r. 
Technology and. its change has been analyzed under the assumption 
that there is r:o technology in any real sense that can be changed. 

An assumption of homogeneity can of course serve equally well 
if we move from production to education technology. Since the 
output of education is the labor input to production, assumed to 
be homogeneous, there must be only one kind of educational 
results, although individual results, measurable in labor 
efficiency units or units of "human capital", can be larger or 
smaller. To arrive at a simple unified formula for education 
technology, without having to peep inside the black box of 
commodity-man, we also need a homogeneous input. The student 
then may be more or less smart, but his degree of smartness 
should be measurable on some linear scale, in terms of some 
given efficiency or capability unit. 

The homogeneity assumption in education would appear to be at 
least as hard to support or interpret in terms of real life, as 
the analogous assumption in production, on which it depends. Not 
only does it abstract from all questions concerning the structure 
of educational technology. In as far as education is a way of 
sorting out people with divers talents and of making use of their 
comparative advantage for a labor market requiring a successively 
increasing specialization of skills any homogeneity assumption 
would appear extremely misplaced. 

The one-dimensional man of economic theory thus becomes a very 
displaced person when he is designated as the central figure of a 
theory of education. An economic theory of education that 
attempts to analyze simultaneously the technology of education and 
production, to explain the role of education and of educated labor 
within production technology, without breaking into the black box 
of commodity man, would seem to be doomed to end up in 
meaningle s s ab straction s or t ri valitie s. To analyze the c ondi
tions and fluctuations in the markets for educated labor is one 
thing - and well within the scope of traditional economic analysis. 
To try to explain what happens to a man who gets educated, and 
how this affects his physical contribution in production is some
thing else - and far beyond the limits of applicability for the 
standard tools of economic analysis. This is our contention here. 
Let us first take a closer look at the most widely used economic 
theories of education to see how they appear from this point of 
view. To what extent do they' rest on an assumption of homo
geneous labor? 
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2 The homogeneity of human capital x) 

The dominant school of thought in the economics of education 
builds its explanations around the notion of hurnan capital, as 
reinterpreted and revitalized in the pioneering works of Becker 
and Mincer; see Becker (1962, 196·1) and Mincer (1962 ). 

Research work based on hurnan capital theories has, during the 
last decade, been extensive, branching off into rnany divers 
directions. This makes it by now somewhat difficult to exa
mine the conceptual basis of "the" hurnan capital theory, or, 
more specifically, to establish the exact meaning and pre
assumptions of the human capital concept. The author has 
elsewhere (Ysander (1977), appended to this book of essays) 
reported on a rnodest atternpt to explicate the notion of human 
capital in spite of these difficulties. 

Both in economic literature and in COITlmOn parlance "hUITlan 
capital" is used with many different connotations and in widely 
different contexts. One trivial but important distinction here 
is between the notion of physical and financial human capital 
respectively. Any individual, viewed as a potential source of 
some kind of labor services, can be said - in the economic 
jargon - to constitute a physical capital, since' physical capital', 
definitionally, refers to something that yields services. That 
most economists still choose not to treat individuals as capital 
goods in this sense in their models is mainly a question of 
practical convenience. As long as you are focusing your interest 
on market operations and arc not especially interested in the 
rather special category of educational investments, calling people 
capital goods in the model would simply mean renaming the 
individuals without getting any analytical gain. 

People are not sold on rnarkets or owned by firms like machines. 
Neither are e.g. the benefits of on-the-job-training offered on the 
market with a price tag. Thi s rnean s that if you want to treat 
individuals as capital goods and really study how they change by 
participating in ,~ducational and production activities your model 
must incorporate distinctions and transactions that have no ex
plicit coullterparts in real life markets. If you want to do this 
in a general way - rneaning in a general equilibriurn context as 

x) In dealing with the problems in this section I have profited 
much from COIT1ITlents by Asa Sohlman, who will present 
a more extensive analysis of the hurnan capital concept in 
a forthcoming report within the same research project. 
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beC:Otl) Uttlan c;lpital IlItlst hI: intI! l'J>rd l' <1. lit'll 
• es I'S ' I hUIllall Cd) , fOll ," Pt!Clally apparant w 11:11, (1967) _ 
a I OWI lln tI I~ Porath 

physical 
theorists 

introduce 

the 
IPr "Ie I~X;lllIpk ht!t by ell- ( , ., e. g, 

l' Othlct ' it ·11 bee C\li sed IOn fUnctioll!l for hunlall cap , 
vI'r"I' • 1 k) k l' 'th . ., on of Bt!cker Ii )()o . b Bee e 

. e ho 'I stated Yost It] I ttlOll"l' I expliCIt y lout m lis I ". H!lty ;Uih\lJllptioll IS .1 so I,. throug I , . 
Of the lOok (1<)6'1): !lAIIOtlll!!' ,Is:mmptioll Tll.l'<';l(,OUS ill the sense 
th Papt~r' I ' 'I is honlOg e , f e"ICh at illl IS t lilt hUlll;lIl caplt,l. .1 IctiOIi or ' 
!lth \111 it, . ill P r ou \ 

e1' Il <lrc: PI! I-fl!ct substltute/j . ,. " 
ahd tl )f e;1 rlllllg s . lUll add th,: /jilllH: <l IllOll lit < 
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so-called capital controversy - economists finally seemed to 
agree on the impossibility of capital aggregation in general. 

Secondly, you must also assume that the human capital of diffe
rent individuals is really all the same - just more or less of 
the same type of capacity. You can always use one man for 
another man's job but, depending on his relative amount of 
"human capital", you may then get a bit more or less done 
than before. 

If "h . 1'" b uman capIta IS to ecome something more than an empln-
cally meaningless variable you also have to relate it to the 
various investments, training and job experiences, that have been 
made in order to form this capital. To avoid letting in hetero
geneity by the back door you must assume some simple and 
common process for forming this homogeneous capital. If you 
want to keep it really simple you must assume that investments 
also are homogeneous - going to night school or galmng experi
ence as a travelling sales man is really only more or less of 
the same thing. 

Even after these assumptions you are still stuck with the fact 
that people are different and react differently to human invest
ment efforts. If you want to reach an explanation of relative 
earnings that is quite generally applicable you somehow have 
to make people homogeneous. This can be done _ and is 
usu.ally done - by assuming that there is some unambiguously 
defmed property called ability, with which individuals can be 
more or less generously endowed. 

W' h h . It .t ese suc~esslve forms of homogeneity assumptions you 
c.an fmally arnve at a general hypothesis concerning the rela
hon between ability, investments and relative earnings. Whether 
you can te~t ~o~r human, capital theory will thus mainly depend 
on the av.a~labdlty of vahd and reliable data on this property 
called abdlty and on the various forms and measure s for human 
inve stments. 

Since there are many kinds of human capital theories there are 
certainly many relevant forms of homogeneity assumptions. 
What, can be said generally is that in as far as human capital 
theones try to say something about the physical productivity of 
man they do so on the basis of far-reaching assumptions of 
homogeneity and can - in our view justifiably - be criticized 
on this account. They are trying to make summary conclusions 
about the role of man in production technology without really 
S,tudying either man or technology; the homogeneity assump
tlOns merely express the absurdity of any such attempt. 

There is, an alternative possible interpretation of the human capi
tal theones. Perhaps "human capital" is not really meant to 
have any physical counterpart in reality but functions merely as 
an "interven'" "th '1" . I lng or eoretlca vanab e - a practical con-
veniance in giving a more general form to the empirical hypo-
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veses concerning wages as partly determined by traInIng invest
~ents? Becker and Mincer were after all colleagues of Milton 
(dedman at thy University of Chicago. In a celebrated essay 

f1- economic methodology Friedman (1953) argued that the use of 
°lJlse or empirically meaningless postulates should be accepted as 
{ong as they lead to ,:,alid and interesting conclusions. (For an 
~j1terpretation of this argument in terms of theoretical variables 

~t Ysander (961)). 

1 he Friedman argurnent has not found much support among econo
~ists and even less arTlong tlll~ philosophy of science special~sts. 

~ven if it were accepted the bllrden of proof would anyhow he 
",Hh the proponents of hUlllan capital theories. They would have to 

f'Jow what gen.~ral and testable conclusions are added by the 
~f1-troduction of a htlrllall capital concept. If the aim of the exercise 
~t1 to show relative earnings as a ",.'ell-behaved function of 
1 "man investJTH!nts or, nlOre especially, of education, the USe 
b v I I ". I . " t a human capital conc(~pt doe s Ilot seern to Ie p to e~p aln 
~f'JiS relation in allY real Sellse - but rather clouds the ISsue. 

,(here arc of cours.! rnany alternativ(~ ways Of. explaining this 
(elation. One such- way might start With the Idea th~t. although 
eople arc diff.! rent and fUllcpon dlffe rently l!l product~on, 

I' fTlployers seldorn have ally r(~liablc rnC<lIlS of contro.lhng and 
e easuring these factual difk)"(~JH:"s; cf. e.g. Alcillan-
~emsetz 11972). By social convcntion they the.refore take e~u-
~tional level etc. as one lnain stal,ting-polllt In wage negotla

~ions, since this at least is (!asily known and d~cunl~nted .. 
'(hey could then be said to practice a homogcn.clt?' a.ssulnptlon 
without having to believe in it. This hypotlH!sls .IS Just men-
ioned here as one of th.: nlallY possihle explanatlons that are 

t en to you once you start interpreting hurnan capital theories 
01' . . fl' d I 6 theories about people IH!havlng ~ t lere eXiste a lOmo-
~ eneous human capital. Th.:)' all have one conlnlon feature ! that Occam's razor or the law of scientific parsiITIony would 

in most cases require you to avoid the use of hOITlogeneous human 
capital as being both supe rfluous and cumbrous_ 

These objections to the usc of a physical concept of homogeneous 
human capital should, howeve r, not be construed as belittling the 
value of the eJTlpi rical findings of research work carried out within 
bum an capital models. Ou ring the last decade this has helped us 

ain much useful knowledge about the correlations between distri
~utions of human investments and distributions of associated 
earnings. What has been questioned here are not these data on 
the yield of various human investments but rather the attempt to 
interpret and "explain" thelle data in terJTlS of homogeneous human 

capital. 
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3 Filtering homogeneous students: 

The Arrow model 

The best known - or at least most talked about - alternatives to 
human capital theories in explaining educational impact on 
earnings are the so called filter theories of education, first 
presented in pioneering articles by Arrow (1973) and Stiglitz 
(1972, 1975)., The central and rather provocative idea in these 
models is that instead of developing existing ability by investing 
the student with new skills, education merely functions as a way 
of certifying for the employers' benefit the given ability of the 
student. The rather depressing conclusions to be drawn from 
these premisses are that in as far as this certification merely 
affects distribution of income between employees without im
proving the allocation among jobs, education is simply a social 
waste. 

Filter theories have usually been viewed as representing the 
extreme opposite to human capital theories. As we intend to 
show in the following, the two kinds of theories can equally well 
be seen as rather close - and from an empirical point of view 
often indistinguishable - substitutes, that both make the same 
basic assumptions. We use the Arrow model as the point of 
reference, as it is the simplest and most straightforward of the 
filter models presented so far. We present his premisses 
successively, interspersed with comparisons of their implica
tions with those of human capital theory. 

Arrow's filter model and human capital theory can be said to 
share two basic assumptions. First, people and educational 
processes are assumed to be homogeneous, although some 
students may be smarter than others. Secondly there is no 
generation of new knowledge through education, neither about 
the world around them nor about the students themselves. 
There is only a redistribution of already existing knowledge. 

The homogeneity assumptions mean that as in the human 
capital theory, the filter theory totally abstracts from the 
technology of education and from the role of educated labor in 
production. While it attempts to explain why we have educa
tion at all, it cannot touch on the equally interesting questions 
of what determines the choice of a particular kind of education 

or a particular kind of job. 
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There is no search for new knowledge in the filter theory. 
Education is not a procedure for establishing the scholastic 
potentialities of the student, which are supposed to be closely, 
although stochastically, related to general ability or producti
vity. These individual probabilities of scholastic Success are 
usuallyX) supposed to be known already to the student and, 
after admission scrutiny, also to the school authorities. All 
that education ever does is to certify for the employers some
thing which is known all along by both students and schools. 
This means incidentally that the Arrow nlOdel cannot really 
explain why education is so tilne -collsUlning, why schools do not 
just pass on - for a price - the full extent of the inforrnation 
about the student they have gained on adlTlission. 

Compared to the hUTnan capit;.! theories the filter rnodel could 
be characterizI!d by saying that its education systern redistri
butes knowledge about the students to ."rnployers and the pro
duction sector, while in hUTnan capital theorie s the flow of 
redistributed knov:ledg." goes the other way - knowledge about 
skills used in production are transferred frOln production to the 
students. The big diffe rence is that, while in human capital 
theories knowledge of skills is assullled to Il1ake you more 
productive, the social vah!!! of infonnation about students given 
to the employers in the filtel' th'"ories are at best lirnited. 

Does this in itself nccessarily Tr1;,k" the filter th.!ories 
empirically very diff,! relit from the ht1l11;)'n capital theories? 
Unfortunat,~ly this is lIot the casc, Their conclusions ahout 
individual market behaviour could ill fact be elnpirically 
impossible to idelltify sf:pal·atdy. 

'Vhat the alte rllativ.! th.~ol·i"s i\ I"! hoth statin\.; is that earnings 
_ in tt~rrns <Jf which ;, htllllilil capit;,l call alw;'Y5 be defined -
arc a fUllctioll of ;,hility and educatiollal costs invested by the 
individual, (we ahstract hel't; frOTl) the f;lct that hUlnan capital 
functions have r;,ndy been fornnllat.!d stochastically as in the 
Arrow modd). You could th.~n in principle choose fornls of 
investment functiolls and s.!ts of in\'f;stn1cllt possibilities for the 
individual such that th.: n!sttltillg pattern of invf;stnlents and 
earnings ill .~quilihritllll would b.~ tIll! saIne ill both kinds of 
theories. TheIl, frnln just stlldying ;111 equilihritml solution in 
a real life e<;01l0T11Y, you could llever tell the theories apart. 
For that you would ne.:d to dislodgp th.: eqllilibriunl, e.g. by 
rationing (!ducati<Jnal 0ppol,tulliti.,s, ,Ind study the consequences 

on total producticlIl. 

x) Arrow sOTTH!tirnf:s lnab'h th .. alt,"'lI;,ti\,,' aSStllllptioll that thl' 
students thenlselv.~s do not kllow th"s.! prohahiliti':s Icf. e.g. 
p. 199 ill th.! I'Jil arti .. l.·). This, hOW"v,"r, rais"5 th., prohlen1 
_ not discussed hy ,\rl'ow - of how (knl;tlJ(l or s.,If-s"kction 
for educ,ttiol! is th"1! ,i.-t .. rlllillf'd "llel what call lw known about 
d'~mand af; a salnpl.! of tIl<' total populatioll, 
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One such way of bringing the theories closer together would be 
a kind of perfect filtering process, such that the longer you 
stayed in education, the higher the ability you could certify 
- assuming you had it. If wages were paid in proportion to 
certificates, and education costs were low, educational invest~ 
ments would then be monotonically increasing with ability, whIch 
is a common feature of many human capital theories etc. 

Looked at from this point of view the provocation of filter 
models really arises from exploiting a general dilemma of eco
nomic equilibrium analysis. As long as we are limited to 
studying an equilibrium position of the economy in terms of 
market transactions, we usually cannot hope to distinguish 
between alternative dynamic explanations of how we have arrived 
at the equilibrium. Instead of framing the provocation in terms 
of humans you could equally well let it deal with, say, pap:r 
machines. You could make the hypothesis that paper machwes 
are never really used for making paper, as naively supposed. 
They are instead simply a status symbol used to "ce rtify" your 
capacity both to the world at large and to the marketing divi
sion of the company. You could undoubtedly go on to frame the 
hypothesis in such a way that. it could never be refuted by just 
looking at an equilibrium solution. Only be getting far enou~h 
outside the equilibrium - or by getting permission to peep w

side a paper plant - could you hope to settle this controversial 
question. In the case of the filter theories, you are certa~nly 
not supposed to be able to take a close look inside productlOn 
to watch the performance of naked ability. 

We have so far only dealt with those basic premisses in the 
filter model, that are so to speak generic to the filtering 
idea and thereby distinguish these theories generally from 
the human capital models. 

The Arrow model has at least two other special traits. These 
are extremely important for his conclusions but do not necessa
rily separate his model from human capital ,theories, into 
which they could possibly be incorporated. 

The first trait has to do with lack of discrimination on .the part 
both of employers and educators. 

Although educational authorities are supposed to know at the 
outset the individual scholastic indicators of relevance to pro
ductivity they are assumed to behave in a mean way. After 
having extracted a price from the students they only give the 
employers a small and rather distorted part of this informa
tion. What the employers get to know is only if the student 
has passed or not. For the successful students this means 
that the employers can make an estimate of the average 
scholastic potentialities, which is then supposed to govern 
their wage-setting for graduates. 

One important consequence of this lack of discrimination, this 
averaging of certificates and wages, is that it can make edu-
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cation profitable also for some less able students who, as 
~raduates, will be paid above what thel r ability would JustIfy 
jJl a more discriminating world. It thus Illtroduces a new 
~ource of possible inoptimal allocation into the model. 

1'his assumption about a lack of discriminatioll in the labor 
t11arket could in principle also have been sdperirnposed 011 a 
lluman capital model, althou~h it would ul,dOubtedl\' d.~tract 
from the formal el"ganc'! alld sirnplicity of the the,;r\,. It is 
3-n assumption about t!lf! stat·" ()f illfornlatio!, 01, tllf! l;,ark.!t, 
""hich could be cornbilwd with Illall)" a!t':rl,ati\'e '!Xpl<!!,atiol

l
$ 

of productivity. 

1'0 illustrate that ·filt'"I'~ ilIa), ,dso hd\'C " sOClL.!ly b';ll<,fici';l,t 
function, Arro'w also uses a SeC()lld s'!t of <1S"unljltiolls about 
tl1e labor market. Filt':rillJ..', stud'!l,t" will o))\'io\lsl)' illlprO\"" 
3-Uocation - if we abstract frolll .;duc;ttio!'ill C()sts _ w!l!!!, the 
results can be us,;d to aSS1~1i stud'!I,ts b<:t\\'Cel, diff':r';l'! job,,' 
jP such a way that th,;ir ;,hil~ty is l,,"tl'!r Iltiliz!!d. lJ", nlodd 
""ith homogeneous studellts ;'lId horllog"Ij(:olls <:duc"tiol l it is 
rather difficult to introduce het'"rog<:I":'Hl" jobs ill ;111)' rt:al "ells.;. 
,Arrow avoids this difficulty by a~SlIIlJillJ..', ,I v"ry sp'!ciLd S<:J..',
ttlentation of the labor Illarket. lIalf of th.: tot,.! utiliz<:d produc
tivity of labor ITlust b" Il"ed for Jobs ill which ol,ly a lllilli-
ttlum of potential productivity, COllllllOIl to ;tI! l;dHH, cal, ),,: 
~tilized by each '~rnployee. W., cal, \'isu .. li7,<: th.:"" jobs '.',g. 
3- 6 manual tasks of ()p.;ratill~ sinlp!" rrl,H:hiIJ':s, such th;,t allY 
ipdividual can nl'llla~e OIH' IlJachin,: hIlt 11011 •. , call COl)!! with 
ttl0re than on.! for physical r':asons. Filterillg by .,dUcdtion 
can then help in assigllillg I"ss ah!,! p"opl" to thest: sinlpl.: 
but tedious tasks. What is ;lSSUIlI<:d is thlls ,I "peci,t! conl-
bination of indivisibility ;11"l ('olllpl!!nll:lltal'ity ill the I,t!)or 
ttlarket. 

What interests lIS 11':rl: is not w!lf:th.'r t!lI: aSSlIlllptlOl,S C;IlJ he 
!!laid to model any r.,I'!Vallt f<:atur!!s of r"<11 lif.! - which l11ay 
be doubtful. The point to h., Inac\r: is inst";ld that thes" 
assumptions ar(: 1I0t ill '11lY w',y Ill:cl:ss"rily l'I'lat.,d to th" 
filter hypothesis, altho\lgh they d"t(,rtllilll: th" po"sibl." social 
benefit of an educational filt"I'. 511llilar assUlllptiollS 
_ formulated as linlited possihle yi"ld of hUlll;Ul c'l})ital ill 
certain employrnents - could ""ld"lltly also h" introduc.,d illto 
human capital Tnod,:ls. 

Arrow' 5 conclusions alld ,:valudtiolls ,t1)()ut th,: "quilib1'iunl 
amount and distrihlltioll ,)f "duc'lllOIJ.t! iIlV!!stlll<:lIt" all '}':P"I,rj 
on his special "lah')r In;lrk.!t aSSIIIlJptiollS". Oth':I' ;IS!"UlllP
tions would of cours.: l';ad to otlwl' cOllcl\lsio!lS. W" could 
e.g. assum.: th.,t th" labor I1lark.:t W':I'" partitioll"'} into d!" 
many segments as ability, with ,,;\ch s"gnwllt ollly allowlllg 
the use of a c.:rtaill linlit"r\ ,d,ility, .11Id that !'.\lIl.ltIOlJ (ould 
function as what W': .. l)()vf: call"d ;1 pt:I'f!'ct filt.'r S\lcc.:~sl\'"I)' 

filterin~ out high.:r d"gl":"s of ;.1)ilit)'. If th" Ill;trJ..',II';.! prod\lc
tivity gain and ·",,;lg" inc I"';I~" fl"HI rlJOl'" ,'c!\lC;ltioll w .. 1''' "v"r\,-
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where iarger than the marginal educational costs there would 
be no risks of in optimality in equilibrium. 

The results of our discussion could perhaps be surnmarized in 
the following way. The filter and human capital approaches 
are usually seen as dramatic contrasts. They could equally 
well be described as rather close substitutes, which share 
many decisive basic assumptions, including that of homo
geneity. 'The provocative difference in conclusions - if we 
abstract from other superimposed assumptions abou,t the labor 
market etc. - arises from different interpretations of the 
productivity of educated labor, in a given equilibrium situa
tion. What makes this difference especially provocative is 
the fact that it may be empirically impossible, within equi
librium analysis. to decide which interpretation is right. 

A much more radical departure from current orthodoxy would 
be a model of search by learning, which incorporated the 
heterogeneity of students, educations and jobs and the genera
tion of new knowledge in education, by analyzing the educa
tional process as a search for the genuinly unknown qualities 
of the students. If the only way to find out what you are good 
at is by learning to do different things, with various degree of 
success, then the conflict between the alternative interpreta
tions of productivity would also tend to disappear. If ability, 
as measured on the scales of intelligence tests, merely gives 
the length of your capacity vector, without telling the direction 
- which could be even more decisive for your productivity in a 
special job - then there may not be any competition between the 
claims of ability and the claims of training. If education is 
partly a way of "getting to know yourself" as the ancient 
Greeks believed, then the form and structure of the educational 
search is all-important and the educational choices for the 
individual much more complex than what is modelled in current 
theories. 

We mention this possibility here only to emphasize our conjec
ture, that homogeneity versus heterogeneity is a much more 
strategic choice for the direction of any future economic re
search in education than the human capital versus filter inter
pretation. 
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4 Homogeneity in educational policy 

The homogeneity assurrlptions in the economic theories of educa
tion may not only distort the theoretical conclusions but also 
lead to misunderstandings in educational discussions and to mis
takes in educational policy. 

The re exi sts an unfortunate tradition of mutual mi sunde rstanding 
and disrespect between economists and sociologists. Real com
munication and cooperation between them nowhere seems so hard 
to achieve as in the field of education. (There are many out
standing exceptions to this rule - one being our co-author in this 
volume - Mary Jean Bowman). In view of our earlier discus-
sion of the homogeneity assumption this is hardly surprising. 
Sociologists, who aim at establishing the differences in people -
in background, experience and mental characteristics - that 
determine thei r choices of diffe rent educations and jobs, must 
surely find it hard to pursue a meaningful discussion with econo
mists who start by assuming away all, or almost all, relevant 
differences. In the same manner there seems to be an obvious 
lack of comrrlon ground for economists and pedagogical research 
workers as long as economists insist on treating as both homo
geneous and irrelevant the black box of the human mind, that 
pedagogical research aims at analyzing and manipulating. 

Reasoning about education on the basis of homogeneity assump
tions, however, is not a special prerogative of economists. 
Many policy decisions in the educational field - we refer 
especially to Swedish policy for higher education in recent 
years - seem to be based on reasonings of a similar kind. 

Discussions about the organi7.ation of higher education are often 
focused on two rather different models, central rationing and 
decentralized marketing of educational opportunities. Homo
geneity ass\lmptions appear to be pivotal in weighing the deci
sion in favor of central rationing. 

If you are willing to act as if the homogeneity assumptions were 
true, i. e. as if students were all the same - only some 
smarter than the others - and indifferent between various kinds 
of education this rneans that students, teachers and local school 
authorities have no inforrnation relevant for distributing various 
educational opportunities that is not also easily available to 
central authorities. These a\lthorities, on the other hand, should 
be ~ble to inte rpret signals about labor market demands, both in 
the short and in the long run, better than anyone individual in 
this standard collection of students. Social efficiency reasons 
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then weigh in favor of central rationing. 
do equity reasons as long as equity can 
educational and labor market status. 

So as a matter of fact 
be identified with equal 

If instead you start from the contrary assumption, that students 
are fundamentally 'different in kind and in their aptitude for 
different sorts of educations and jobs, you will be faced with 
information problems of quite another dimension. There is so 
much more you now need to know about each individual in order 
to channel him or her into the right kind of education and the 
right kind of job - and much of this information may be available 
even to the student himself only after a laborious search process. 
For the same reasons the segments and aspects of labor market 
information which are relevant will now differ between the indi
vidual students. Instead of having almost a corner in relevant 
information, central authorities now appear to have lost all 
comparative advantage in distributing opportunities and in steering 
the individual student through the maze of courses and crafts. 
With this starting-point you will then tend to favor a decentralized 
marketing of education services with quality competition for 
student s between the va rious educ ati onal or gani zation s. leaving it 
to the student himself to interpret and react on market signals 
both from education and from the labor market. 

Even the equity goals may look different from these premisses. 
If students are really that much different it does not make sense 
to define equity simply as having an education or a job of 
equal status with the rest. Strategically important aspects will 
now be how apt and motivated you were for the kind of education 
you got, which in turn will determine how well you do and how 
adjusted you will be in the job your education prepared you for. 
Equality in education must then be treated separately and inde
pendently of equality in the labor market. Equal opportunity 
to search for and find what you really want to do and feel good 
at - should constitute the equality aims of education. It will lead 
to so~ial equality in a more comprehensive sense only if com
bined with the equalizing of status and pay in the labor market 
which however requires other kinds of policy instruments. To 
try to equalize the labor market by way of educational policy is 
anyhow not only ineffective - at least in the short run - but 
would also appear to be a rather half-way kind of ambition,' since 
it means that you want to adjust the educational system to the 
traditional unjustices in the social evaluation of different jobs. 

Whether the prevalence of homogeneity assumptions in policy dis
cussions is to some extent due to the impact of economic reason
ing or if it just happens that such ideas come naturally and 
spontaneously to the bureacratic mind, is difficult to know. What 
our examples above show - if somewhat obiquely - is anyhow 
that economic theories of education, if taken seriously, could have 
important - and in our view disastrous - implications for educa
tional policy. 
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5 From commodity-man to sequential 
machines 

\Ve have so far only discussed the two dominant theoretical themes 
among the economic theories of education, both of ~hich were 
found to be based on homogeneity assumptions. ThIS does n~t 
mean that there has been no atteITlpt by economists to break mto 
the black box of cornrnodity-man. Such attempts hav~ ?~en made 
in various di rections, although so far without any deflnltlve break
through either in concepts or in eITlpirical measurements. 

The importance of di fferentiating, in terms of ~uality. the an~l:sis 
both of students and education beyond the one-dlmenslOnal abll.Ity 
variable has been stressed by many writers who have dealt WIth 
education in relation to the labor market; d. e.g. Blaug (~966) 
and Rees (1971). A few economists have even tried, theoretl~al1y, 
to define the individual explicitly in terms of a vector or proflle 
of qualifications, which are changed by education and wh~ch deter
mine his usefulness in different employments. By so dOll1g you 

not only gain a way of discussing the students' comparative 
advantages, when faced with heterogeneous opportunities of 
education and work. You also overcome a traditional handi-
cap of economic analysis by being able to "explain" and not 
only register relations of substitution between students and 
between jobs and the effects of introducing new kinds of 
education or new kinds of job s. 

Tinbergen (1963) and Mandclbrot (1962) are perhaps still the 
two bf~st known exanlples of econonlists, who have tried to 
use this kind of model to 'explain relative earnings. Tin
bergen assumes demand for employees in different jobs to be 
specified in terms of required profiles and then derives a 
wage function, cornnlOn to the whole labor market, from the 
common utility function of the individuals. Mandelbrot goes 
the opposite way, assumes a separate wage function as well 
as a tota1ly elastic demand of labor within each job category 
and then studies the result of simple wage-maximizing by the 
individuals, who are supposed to be distributed among different 
profiles in a well-known way. Neither deals explicitly with 
education. A natural way of analyzing education in these kinds 
of models would be to describe it as a way of simultaneously 
changing and gaining knowledge about the originally given 
profilc of an individual. 

Further progress in this direction secrns so far, however, to 
have been blocked by the lack of empi rical data for interpreting 
the "profilcs" ill the rnodels. Early hopes of being able to use 
e. g. military service records and the results of currently made 
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so called requirement analyses for different jobs, have all been 
frustrated. These records turn out, in most cases, not to 
measure - at least not in a systematic fashion - the kinds of 
functional qualifications and attitudinal properties that would be 
needed. This unfortunately leaves us with elegant theories, 
whose concepts remain empty. 

Instead of hoping that knowledge of what are the relevant dimen
sions will somehow be furnished from someone else - work 
psychologists perhaps - Some economists have recently attempted 
at least to structure the problem by analyzing the intellectual 
functions involved in controlling production. 

One simple intuitive idea behind these attempts is to draw advan
tage from the fact that we are living in the computer age. If man 
can be at least partly replaced in an increasing number of jobs 
by sophisticated computors, then, surely, we should be able also 
to do the reverse and analyze some of the main intellectual func
tions of man in his role as organization man by studying the 
network of mechanical components that could replace him. 
Even a rather simple clerical task to be replaced, requires 
a sequence of elementary computor units with capacity 
respectively to, say, receive signals, decode and interprete, 
memorize, apply decision rules, calculate and evaluate con
sequenses, code and transmit signals, etc. By studying 
man as sequential machines in different job situations, we 
might hope to pinpoint some of the main dimensions of 
intellectual capacity, important for the individual contribu-
tion to work in an organization. Machines, however, can be 
self-organizing only to a certain limited extent and therefore we 
cannot ever hope to catch all the more creative facets of the 
work effort. It may anyhow provide a starting-point for what 
realLy interests us here, the analysis of how these capacities 
can be acquired by variously gifted people through education. 

Starting from this idea, it seems natural to apply the same 
method also to the analysis of a whole organization. A pi,oneer
ing attempt in this direction has been made by Radner and 
Marshall in their well-known work: Economic Theory of 
Teams" (1972). 

The theory of teams studies organizations as networks of com
ponent units for receiving and interpreting information, for 
computation, for the application of decision rules and for the 
execution or the transmitting of orders. It can be used to 
calculate e.g. optimal decision rules and/or optimal informa
tion structures for a given organizational network, whose aim 
or pay-off"function is known. From these calculations you 
can go on to compare the efficiency of alternative networks, 
when optimal! y utilized. 

These rather abstract notions can be given some intuitive 
content by way of a simple and extremely stylized example. 
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Let us think of a shipping company that sometimes finds it 
profitable to operate in two special freight markets - here 
called markets 1 and 2 - where freight rates tend to diverge 
markedly, both in positive and negative directions, from rate 
levels in the company's accustomed market, where they are 
supposed to be able to forecast developments accurately. 
If they engage in market 1 - with a fleet of a certain given 
size - and relative rate developments are favorable - let us 
represent this as Xl = 1 - they stand to make an added 
profit of a millions of dollars, while unfavorable develop
ments, Xl := -1, will result in a symmetrical relative loss 
of the same ap10unt. They have only two alternatives in this 

respect; either they decide to engage - represented as al l
or they do not, al = O. Their situation when it comes to 
market 2 is cornpletely allalogous, although here the potential 
profit or loss an)ounts to e. There is one complication, 
however. If they try to engage in hoth n)arkets simultane
ously they ~ill run out of ships and will sustain an extra 
cost of c n)illions for hiring'the required extra tonnage. We 
assume that a > c > e which n)eans that it can never be 
profitable for the company to hi re outside tonnage. 

These assun)ptions can be summarized in the following pay
off-function which simply states the total relative profit, 
resulting fron) the company's actions in these markets: 

1I := 

Several types of rnanagernent functions are required to handle 
this problem. An observation function, 0, is needed, to 
"read" or forecast the relative rate development in the res
pective markets. On the basis of these forecasts, a decision 
function, D, nHist rnake decisions on whether to engage or not. 
Finally these decisions rnllst be realized by an executive func
tion, E. 

Three alternative networks for combining these functions arc 
depicted in Fig. 1. 

The first alternative, Fig. la, means that both forecasts and 
decisions are rnade cent rally and without using specialist know
ledge on the respective markets. The price for this lack of 
specialized knowledg(~ is represented here by an error ill fore
casting, E: , which with probability q, takes on the value, -1, 
i.e. makes both n)arket forecasts n)isleading, but is otherwise 
equal to 1. 

In the second alternative, Fig. lb, two specialist observers 
arc u6ed, supposedly making the risk of error negligible. 
Their reports, however, arc still fed into a central decision 
unit etc. 

The third alt(~rnative differs fron) the second in that decisions 
arc also rnade on a deccntrali7.et\ basis by the specialist 
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observers, which introduces the risk of incurring extra 
costs by having to hire tonnage. 

With specified assumptions on the probability distributions 
involved - for x1, x2 apart from E - definite conclusions 
can be derived abo1,1t the comparative advantages of these

x
) 

alternative networks, when utilized in an optimal fashion. 

What is of special interest to us here is the possibility of 
deriving organizational demand for various types of intellec
tual capacities as a function of optimal organizational struc
ture, which in turn will be dete rmined by organi zational 
aims and costs and by environmental conditions. 

In our simple example we can study, for instance, the organiza
tional demand for specialist freight market observers mainly as a 
function of the stochastic properties of the special freight markets 
involved and of the organizational costs of centralized decision
making. We can thus estimate the value of the contribution or 
"marginal productivity" of these specialized capacities under varying 
environmental and organizational conditions. We have then taken a 
first step towards "explaining" how certain acquired intellectual 
capacities contribute to the joint output or organizational pay-off
why learning may motivate, earning. 

x) If we assume that the two alternative values of X1 and x2' 
1 and -1, are equiprobable with correlation coefficient r, 
elementary calculations show that the expected gross value 
of alternative c is: 
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Err c = 2 (a +6) - 1 : r c 

A change over to alternative b - centralizing decisions _ 
increases relative gross profits by the following positive amount: 

E\ = 1 : r (c _ 6 ) 

The effects of a further change into alternative a would 
decrease the expected relative gross profit: 

Err - Err = - (1-q) (a + ~ 6 ) 
a b 2 

These gross profit figures must then be combined with the 
organizational costs for the various alternatives to arrive at 
conclusions about the most profitable network. 

Figure la. Centralized observation and decision 

Figure lb. Decentralized observation and centralized decision 
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Figure le. Decentralized observation and decision 
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What one would ideally like to envisage is an interpretation 
of these "computer-capacities" as psychologically measurable 
categories, so that a start could be made in really analyzing 
the ways in which education makes people "more productive". 

It should be admitted, however, that so far we have little basis 
for any great hopes in this respect. The theory of teams and 
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related approaches are still only abstract conceptual schemes, 
whose empirical usefulness still has to be proved. Moreover 
the capacity categories used are still probably much too 
general to make a psychological inte rpretation pos sible. But 
the approach does represent a rather unique attempt to bref-k 
into the black box of commodity-man in production. 

Even if this attempt should prove successful we have only 
gone part of the way towards an economic theory of the role 
of education in production. Man is undoubtedly more than 
a sequence of machines, he is also a living organism, a 
complex of sometimes conflicting motivations as well as a 
bundle of creative instincts. The effects of education on 
productivity must probably be analyzed also in these terms 
since most changes in the educational system tend to change 
the psychological and social conditions for study. 
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6 Education for variety 

The conclusion~ of our discus~ion of economic theories of 
education have heen rnainly negative. It was suggested above 
that econorrli st~ have been forced into making homogeneity 
assumptions when trying to u~e their analytical tools for 
problems out~ide their traditional and legitimate field of 
market studies - in trying to probe into the "interior" of 
educational and production processes. By using this "short
cut" their result~ have also ill our view been rendered 
rather useless hut unfortunately tend to support the cor
responding policy a~sumptions which may have far-reaching 
effects on the shaping of educational organizations. Attempts 
to develop new analytical methods for the analysis of the 
"productivity" of educat.!d labor have been made but have not 
yet been developed far enough to hold definitive promises. 
Our own conclusion frorn this would be that economists still 
have to be very rnodc~t in their clainls of "explaining" the 
effects of education in production. They can claim to have 
real expert knowledge only as long IlS they stick to those 
rclations in the lahor rnarket which can be verified from 
market data. 

Vic know that the hornogcneity assurnptions, taken in a 
literal sense, arc fal~c. To substantiate our criticism 
above we would howeve r need to know how wrong they 
arc in relevant respect~; ~onlCthing which unfortunately 
we cannot know in the present state of research. For the 
present we have to fall back on subjective beliefs and 
attitudes. If we start with a one-dimensional view of our 
fellow-men, it will he consistent to view education as a way 
of spoonfeeding the test-tube babies in "1984" and educa
tional policy as mainly a question of choosing the spoons. 
If we base our beliefs on an explicitly pluralistic concep
tion of rrlan-kind, we arrive instead at a conception of edu
cation as a way of finding and developing the special talents 
and ~0tive~ of each individual within the restrictions givf!n 
by production technology. The aim will then be an educa
tion for variety ,which al~o lllC<lnS <l variety of educations 
and a corresponding variety of signals and signposts to 
make it possible for the individual to make rational choices 
in each S\lccl's~iv" ~tep of learning and earning. 
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